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Pawsitively hilarious positions to help your cat achieve enlightenment.)32 postcards, 2 of every
design(No cats were harmed in the process of the endeavor. Each postcard also includes an
insightful explanation of the corresponding health benefits for every pose on the back.
Guideline your feline to spiritual fulfillment with these outrageous postcards, featuring various
photos of versatile felines in different yoga positions.
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You try and look at these without laughing.Posing Plump Puss Practicing Yoga One postcard to
send someone to keep was a great idea for these unique, hilarious cards.Two of every are
provided in this set. Each time I look at them I laugh! They're adorable and hilarious and nearly
educational? In addition the cards are beautifully carried out very colorful ,yoga exercises pose
name is normally under each cat as they are "posing" and these cats are "Yoga exercises Posing"
with the proper execution of a specialist and the attitude that just cats posses. The trunk of
every card gives an explanation of the pose and the problems helped by using. These are
fantastic! These were not on her "wishlist" therefore i called her and stated a gift got arrived and
I possibly could not look at it without laughing so that they had already served a purpose,
making me feel content. Love these! Whimsical! They can be found in a good cardboard holder,
so that you can take out some to mail and keep the rest in the box. The cardstock feels great.!)
with mail! A total killer. Yoga, cats and humor in these postcards These postcards are lovely,
happy and have even bits of yoga wisdom in them, about the huge benefits the specific yoga
poses share with cats. I gave these to my friend who includes a cat and she loves them. This set
is indeed funny and SO well made, it's the perfect product for a gift, and also is excellent to send
out as singular cards. Here its few duplicates of plenty of cards! Adorable and fun! Five Stars FOR
PRESENT all my friends I've sent them to have loved them. I also love the description of the pose
on the trunk! So fun to send out to close friends.Something I didn't see when We purchased
these cards is there are 16 poses, 2 of every card. Heavy paper (Light-weight cardstock? Love!
They are vibrant and fun These are fantastic! The front of the postcard tells you the pose and the
trunk tells you what the pose is effective for (on a cat). These postcards can make you laugh!! I
am a Postcrossing member, and I needed some cat cards result in a lot of users are cal lovers and
have for cat cards. I bought them for Postcrossing and provided my niece the duplicates. Both of
us had a great time looking at them. Many thanks SpeCATular! I love cats. These postcards
present cats in a different light with great graphics to provide the postcards pizazz. Images are
drawn very well and use bright shades to maintain them light hearted and pleasing to the
attention. I love postcards. They're adorable and hilarious and almost educational Sooo cute, all
my friends I've sent them to have loved them. Worth it. Funny. I LOVE THESE CARDS! Everyone I
send these postcards to like them. I can't wait to send them to people. Great quality cardstock
and printing, funny captions on the back. The bummer is that there is very small space to write
on the back again of these. Cat Yoga Postcards Nice post cards. This is ideal for me, because I
really like variety & most card collections have got many duplicates of the same cards.). Should
endure well through the mail assistance. I do not like the fluffy-all cutesy-in a studio kind of cat
postcard. Very colorful with just a little humor Like sending these postcards through
Postcrossing. Love!! I love the rich colours and styles. The postcards come in a little cardboard
box which has a flap and velcro. Since I am a cat lover myself, I confirm: it's a really great group
of cards, and I would be happy to receive one (or all of them! They come with a nice little
container to maintain them in so they don't get all bent up. They will be the best and great
quality card stock. Maybe much less fun for those who have not tried yoga exercise, and haven't
tried to put their bodies in the same positions. I can totally observe my cats doing some of these
yoga exercises poses. I dare anyone not too. I purchased these as something special for my sister
and am going to frame one on her behalf and leave the others in the beautiful box were
submitted. I really like it! They are vibrant and fun. Bigger would make sure they are perfect
Super fun!! Five Stars They are super cute
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